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1RESEARCH ARTICLE
10.1002/2015JC011582

Observations of the vertical and temporal evolution of a Natal
Pulse along the Eastern Agulhas Bank

2Xavier Pivan AQ31, Marjolaine Krug2,3,4, and Steven Herbette3,5,6

31School of Earth and Environment, University of Western Australia, Crawley, Western Australia, Australia, 2Ecosystem Earth
4Observation, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Cape Town, South Africa, 3Department of Oceanography,
5University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa, 4Nansen-Tutu Center for Marine Environmental Research, University of
6Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa, 5Laboratoire d’Oc�eanographie Physique et Spatiale (UBO, IRD, CNRS, Ifremer), IUEM,
7Plouzan�e, France, 6ICEMASA, Department of Oceanography, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa

8Abstract This study reinvestigates the work of Lutjeharms et al. (2001, 2003) who documented the prop-
9erties of a Natal Pulse using isopycnal Lagrangian floats. We combined Lagrangian analyses and Eulerian

10maps derived from objective analysis to better describe the evolution of a Natal Pulse along three density
11surfaces referred to as the surface (satellite-observed), shallow (isopycnal 1026.8 kg m23), and deep (isopyc-
12nal 1027.2 kg m23) layer. Our observations show that this Natal Pulse extended to a depth of 1000 m and
13was associated with cyclonic relative vorticity values of about 6.5–8.5 3 1025 s21 in the surface and shallow
14layer and 4 3 1025 s21 in the deep layer. This Natal Pulse contributed to cross-shelf exchange through the
15offshore advection of Eastern Agulhas Bank water near the surface, onshore advection of South Indian
16Central Water and/or Indian Equatorial Water in the shallow layer, and Antarctic Intermediate Water in the
17deep layer. Sea surface temperature maps showed that the downstream progression of the Natal Pulse
18along the 3000 m isobath was related to a readjustment of its rotation axis. This readjustment advected
19Eastern Agulhas Bank water into the Natal Pulse eddy and triggered a SST cooling of about 38C in the
20cyclonic area. The importance of a warm recirculating Agulhas plume originating from the Natal Pulse was
21highlighted. This warm water plume extended to a depth of 700 m and was associated with onshore
22velocities exceeding those experienced within the Natal Pulse eddy by a factor of 2. Our observations

23

indicate that the June/July 1998 Natal Pulse and its associated plumes enhanced cross-shelf exchanges.

24

25

261. Introduction

27The Agulhas Current is the western boundary current of the South-Indian Ocean subtropical gyre. It flows
28southward along the eastern shores of South Africa with a mean transport estimate of 70 Sv and current
29velocities often in excess of 2 m s21 [Bryden et al., 2005; Beal et al., 2015]. Once the Agulhas Current reaches
30the tip of South Africa, it makes an abrupt anticyclonic turn referred to as the Agulhas Retroflection, and
31veers back eastward into the southern Indian Ocean as the Agulhas Return Current. At the Agulhas Retro-
32flection, warm and salty water is leaked from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean through the shedding
33of large anticyclonic Agulhas Rings. The leakage of Agulhas Current water into the Atlantic is a key compo-
34nent of the global thermohaline circulation [Beal et al., 2011]. Variability in the Mozambique Channel and
35south of Madagascar is transmitted into the northern Agulhas Current in the form of deep sea eddies, which
36can lead to the formation of large cyclonic Agulhas Current meanders [de Ruijter et al., 1999, 2002; Schouten
37et al., 2002; Tsugawa and Hasumi, 2010]. These meanders, referred to as Natal Pulses, are major drivers of
38the oceanic variability in the region [Bryden et al., 2005]. They impact on the coastal and shelf circulation
39[Bryden et al., 2005; Krug et al., 2014] and are thought to play an important role in the downstream variability
40of the Agulhas Current and the subsequent leakage of warm and salty Agulhas Current water into the Atlan-
41tic Ocean [Schouten et al., 2002; Rouault and Penven, 2011].

42Previous studies have shown that Natal Pulses are generated through barotropic instabilities when large off-
43shore anticyclonic eddies interact with the Agulhas Current in the vicinity of the Natal Bight region (298S)
44[de Ruijter et al., 1999; Schouten et al., 2002; Tsugawa and Hasumi, 2010]. Natal Pulses occur at irregular time
45intervals of 50–150 days [de Ruijter et al., 1999] with an average of one to two Natal Pulses per year pro-
46gressing all the way to the southern Agulhas Current region [Rouault and Penven, 2011]. Once triggered,
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47Natal Pulses travel downstream with phase speeds of about 10–20 cm s21 [Van der Vaart and de Ruijter,
482001; Rouault and Penven, 2011] and then slow down to about 5 cm s21 after reaching the Agulhas Bank
49south of 348S [Lutjeharms and Roberts, 1988]. The lateral extent of Natal Pulses generally increases down-
50stream and their size can range from about 30 km near the Natal Bight to 200 km offshore of Port Elizabeth
51[Rouault and Penven, 2011]. Both in situ and satellite observations have shown that the offshore displace-
52ment of the Agulhas Current during Natal Pulse events is associated with the presence of a cold-water core
53with cyclonic circulation inshore of the current [Lutjeharms, 2006; Leber and Beal, 2014]. Near the continental
54shelf, Natal Pulses can drive upwelling with an order of magnitude of 50–100 m per day [Bryden et al.,
552005]. Natal Pulses are associated with long residence times and strongly impact the ecology of coastal and
56shelf regions [Pineda et al., 2007]. Although their impact has not been clearly quantified, warm water plumes
57and filaments associated with Natal Pulses also influence cross-shelf exchange by driving warm Agulhas
58water intrusions onto the shelf regions [Krug et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2012].

59There have been few in situ observations of Natal Pulses and their vertical structure and downstream evolu-
60tion remains poorly studied. One of the more detailed descriptions of a Natal Pulse’s structure was that pro-
61vided by Lutjeharms et al. [2001, 2003] who analyzed the motions of isopycnal Langrangian floats deployed
62during the Cape of Good Hope Experiment (KAPEX) [Boebel et al., 1998]. Using a total of 12 floats captured
63inside one Natal Pulse over a period of 40 days, Lutjeharms et al. [2001] showed that inside the region of
64cyclonic motion, water particles were advected along tilted isopycnal lines, with upward/downward vertical
65motion at the leading/trailing edge of the meander. Lutjeharms et al. [2003] estimated that the rotational
66periods for the floats were about 3 and 6 days for the 1026.8 and 1027.2 kg m23 isopycnals, respectively.
67Despite the insight gained thanks to the analysis of the KAPEX floats, several key questions remain unan-
68swered. Little quantitative information is currently available on the vorticity structure of Natal Pulses, their
69interaction with the shelf topography and the extent to which they contribute to cross-shelf exchange and
70mixing. In a recent study, Leber and Beal [2014] provided some quantitative information on the vorticity
71structure of a Natal Pulse, but the synoptic nature of their measurements did not allow for the study of the
72evolution of this Natal Pulse.

73The main objectives of this study are to better understand the interaction between the cyclonic eddy
74embedded in the Natal Pulse, the Agulhas Current, and the topography. For this purpose, we delve further
75into the historical KAPEX data set of isopycnal Langrangian floats trapped inside the June/July 1998 Natal
76Pulse. Using objective mapping methods, we derive Eulerian fields of water temperature, pressure, and vor-
77ticity fields, which allows for a better characterization of the Natal Pulse’s dynamical and thermal structure
78within the 1026.8 and 1027.2 kg m23 neutral density layers. Improved satellite remote sensing data sets of
79sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface height (SSH) are used to complement our float observations
80and augment the findings of Lutjeharms et al. [2001, 2003]. Reinvestigating the KAPEX data set using objec-
81tive mapping methods improves our understanding of how these large cyclonic meanders interact with the
82topography, how they contribute to cross-shelf exchange, and the manner in which they may lose energy
83to the surrounding flow.

84This paper is organized as follows. The data and methodology are presented in section 2. In section 3,
85satellite-derived maps of ocean circulation and water temperature are combined with data acquired along
86the 1026.8 and 1027.2 kg m23 neutral density layers to characterize the general circulation within the June/
87July 1998 Natal Pulse and the dynamic of a warm recirculating plume. In section 4, we discuss how the Natal
88Pulse contributes to the mixing of different water masses. The vorticity structure and evolution of the Natal
89Pulse is presented in section 5. Our results are summarized in section 6.

902. Data and Methods

912.1. Description of the Data Sets
922.1.1. Mean Sea Level Anomalies (MSLA)
93In this study, we use the gridded maps of sea level anomalies and geostrophic velocity anomalies provided
94in the Ssalto/Duacs MSLA-DT all sat merged product (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr). This product consists of
95a merged data set of Sea Surface Height (SSH) observations from up to four satellite altimeters. It is a daily
96data set available with a 1/48 spatial resolution and a 10% relative error. Surface relative vorticity anomaly
97(RV) is diagnosed using equation (1)
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RV 5 @xvg– @yug; (1)

98with (ug, vg) the zonal and meridional geostrophic velocity component derived from altimetry.
992.1.2. Sea Surface Temperature (SST)

100Pathfinder Version 5.2 (PFV5.2) sea surface temperature data are provided by the NOAA/NASA2 and the US
101National Oceanographic Data Center with a temporal resolution of 12 h and a spatial resolution of 4 km.
102The data set covers 30 years of reprocessed Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR) space-
103based observations [Casey et al., 2010].
1042.1.3. RAFOS Floats
105RAFOS floats are acoustically tracked Lagrangian floats that drift on predetermined density surfaces (isopyc-
106nals). During the Cape of Good Hope Experiment, the so-called KAPEX program [Boebel et al., 2000], 47
107RAFOS floats were deployed in the Agulhas Current between December 1997 and June 1998. Here we use
108the RAFOS float data collected between June and July 1998. The position (longitude, latitude), pressure, and
109temperature of the KAPEX floats were established twice daily. The KAPEX data were downloaded from the
110WOCE Subsurface Float Data Assembly Center (WFDAC).

1112.2. Methods
112The first step of our analysis was to accurately identify all floats trapped within the June/July 1998 Natal
113Pulse. This was done by examining the path of the RAFOS floats in conjunction with composite maps of
114SST, as shown in Figure F11. Natal Pulses are characterized by a region of cyclonic motion inshore of the Agul-
115has Current. In total, all data acquired between 15 June and 26 July was selected for our analysis of the
116June/July 1998 Natal Pulse. Horizontal and vertical velocities were generated from the RAFOS float data set.
117Time series of Lagrangian velocity was derived using the spatial displacement of the floats. The vertical
118velocities were derived from the pressure measured by the floats. For each RAFOS float, in order to improve
119our general understanding of the Natal Pulse’s dynamics and evolution, time series of temperature, pres-
120sure, horizontal (u,v) and vertical (w) velocity components were plotted against each other and related to
121the position of the Pulse (Figures F22 and F33).

Figure 1. Southward progression of the Natal Pulse as seen in the SST imagery. Eight days SST composites are centered on the annotated date (day/month/year). Red and blue dots
show the respective positions of the shallow and deep floats on that date. A thick black line marks the path followed by the floats over a period of 4 days. The 200, 1000, and 3000 m iso-
baths are represented with thin black lines. The black and white arrows indicate, respectively, the Natal Pulses and the warm recirculating plume. The shallow Float 526 is a green point.
GEBCO_081, with a spatial resolution of 30 arc sec grid, was used for the bathymetry in all maps.
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1222.2.1. Objective Analysis
123After this preliminary analysis, an objective analysis was applied to the RAFOS float data set to derive
124gridded maps of temperature, pressure, horizontal and vertical velocity as well as relative vorticity in the
1251026.8 and 1027.2 kg m23 neutral density layers, from now on referred to as the shallow and deep layers
126[Lutjeharms et al., 2003]. The first cyclonic motion to coincide vertically with the cold-water core area exhib-
127ited in the SST on 23 June 1998 was used to define the start of the objective analysis period.

128Objective analysis mapping is a technique that statistically determines the optimal estimate of a quantity
129from limited and sparse data, such as that gathered from the RAFOS floats trapped in the June/July 1998
130Natal Pulse. This technique is used to produce accurate Eulerian maps of physical variables, such as temper-
131ature or wind field, from sparse irregularly sampled data, assuming a given expression of the spatial auto-
132correlation function. Gandin [1965] was the first to use objective analysis to compute Eulerian maps of
133pressure and the wind fields in the atmosphere. Later, Bretherton et al. [1976] applied the technique to
134ocean data. Many examples of objective analysis can be found in the literature [Arhan and Colin de Verdière,
1351985; Chereskin and Trunnel, 1996; Ducet et al., 2000]. Here we first calculated the temporal and spatial auto-
136correlation scales using all float data consistently trapped into the Natal Pulse between 23 June and 13 July
137(20 days). The Lagrangian time scale for this period was estimated to be 1.6 and 2.3 days for the shallow
138and deep layers, respectively. When considering all float data collected during a time interval of 2 days, an
139average spatial autocorrelation scale of 37 and 47 km was obtained for the shallow and deep layers,

Figure 2. Shallow Float 526 features. (a) Shallow float trajectory (thick black line). The colored dots mark the float position. Each color relates to the vertical line drawn in Figures 2b and
2c. Isobath 200, 1000, and 3000 m are superimposed. (b) Time series of recorded temperature (left y axis) and pressure (right y axis). (c) Time series of Lagrangian velocity in m s21. There
is missing data between 24 and 26 June.
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140respectively. These values were used as the typical length scale over which one collected data point may
141influence an estimated value. We subsequently applied the method described in Arhan and Colin de Verdière
142[1985] to generate gridded maps of estimated temperature, pressure, vertical velocity, and relative vorticity,
143and associated errors at time intervals of 2 days.
1442.2.2. Satellite Data Set Analysis
145Throughout the paper, properties of the surface layer refer to flow properties derived from satellite observa-
146tions. The evolution of the surface current velocity fields was investigated using 2 day composite maps of
147geostrophic current anomalies. The evolution of the surface temperature was investigated through the use
148of 8 day composite maps of SST produced from the 12 h Pathfinder product. The satellite composites were
149centered on the days of the objective analysis.

Figure 3. Deep Float 507 (thick black) and 501(thick blue) features: (a) Floats’ trajectory. The colored dots and stars mark the position of
Float 507 and 501, respectively. (a) Zoom of float trajectory offshore Algoa Bay. Time series of Lagrangian velocity, temperature, pressure,
and vertical velocity are plotted in Figures 3b–3e, respectively.
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1503. Dynamics Derived From KAPEX Experiment

1513.1. General Dynamics and Properties of the June/July 1998 Natal Pulse
152The Natal Pulse studied here was spawned in the Natal Bight region (288S) around 21 April 1998, as shown
153by the altimetry in Lutjeharms et al. [2003]. From 14 June to 12 July 1998, the Natal Pulse showed up as a
154region of colder water in the SST imagery (Figure 1). Floats trajectory within the cold-water region of the
155Natal Pulse describe cyclonic loops. The first cyclonic motions were observed on 24 June. All floats were
156then progressively trapped within the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse during the following 2 days. Floats
157are considered to be trapped within the Natal Pulse cyclonic eddy only if they accomplish at least one
158cyclonic loop [Shoosmith et al., 2005]. AQ1In the period that followed, between 24 June and 12 July, most floats
159continued to describe cyclonic motions. In his analysis of the same RAFOS float data set, Lutjeharms et al.
160[2003, 2001] found a strong asymmetry between the onshore and offshore horizontal velocity: (i) for the
161shallow floats, onshore and offshore velocities are typically 0.4 and 0.8 m s21, respectively, and (ii) for the
162deep floats, onshore and offshore velocities are typically 0.35 and 0.65 cm s21, respectively. They justified
163the horizontal velocity asymmetry by an alongshore cyclone translation speed of about 15 cm s21.
164Lutjeharms et al. [2003] calculated vertical velocities of about 3 and 1 mm s21 for the deep and shallow
165floats, respectively. In the next two sections, to provide a more detailed description of the thermal structure
166and general dynamics of the June/July 1998 Natal Pulse, we relook at the Lagrangian data set analyzed by
167Lutjeharms et al. [2003] and add some Eulerian analysis from our maps derived from objective analysis.

1683.2. Warm Recirculating Plume
169Agulhas Current meanders are often associated with warm water plumes or filaments at their leading edge
170[Lutjeharms, 2006]. These filaments and plumes drive warm (and saline) water onto the shelf, thereby con-
171tributing to cross-shelf mixing [Swart and Largier, 1987; Lutjeharms et al., 1989; Schumann and van Heerden,
1721988]. The Natal Pulse of June/July 1998 shows up, both in the SST imagery (Figure 1) and in the tempera-
173ture maps at depth (Figure 5), as a tongue of warm water that extends over the shelf, toward the northeast,
174in a direction opposite to the Agulhas Current (as noted by Lutjeharms et al. [2003]). It is located at the inter-
175face between the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse and the coast. The warm water plume and the Agulhas
176Current exhibit similar high SST values (�238C) that contrast with: (i) the SST (�208C) encountered within
177the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic eddy; (ii) the SST (�178C) encountered on the Eastern Agulhas Bank, at 348S, near
178Algoa Bay and St Francis Bay. At depth, several floats sampled this warm water plume. In the shallow layer,
179Float 526 (Figure 1, green dot) spent up to 4 days, between 22 and 24 June, trapped in the warm water
180plume. As it was advected toward the shelf, Figure 2 shows that it recorded the highest temperature
181observed in the shallow layer, with values around 11.1 6 0.18C, and reached some displacement velocity of
1820.8 m s21, a value far in excess to the 0.4 m s21 velocity recorded by all the other floats in the onshore
183region of the Natal Pulse. This strong velocity occurred at a pressure of 200 dbars, when the float was locat-
184ed near the 200 m isobath, which shows that this warm recirculating plume extended all the way down to
185the seabed. We believe that Float 501 and Float 507 in the deep layer also sampled the warm recirculating
186plume from its early stage (Figure 1). In fact, between 27 and 30 June, both floats were embedded within
187the Agulhas Current, when they started to initiate a cyclonic loop that brought them nearby the shelf slope.
188During that stage, their recorded temperature decreased from 5.7 to 4.48C for Float 507 and from 6.1 to
1895.28C for Float 501 (Figure 3c). Then, as they progressed along the continental slope, the two floats
190approached each other. This convergence of the flow resulted in an increase/decrease of the recorded tem-
191perature for Float 507/501, a possible indication of diapycnal mixing. From 5 July, their trajectory started to
192diverge. Float 507 progressed across the continental shelf in a pressure range of 700–900 dbars and became
193caught in a swift north-easterly current, while Float 501 returned within the Agulhas Current. During that
194period, Lagrangian velocity peaked at 0.6 m s21 (Float 501), and the warm water plume signature extended
195all the way down to 700 dbars. The Lagrangian velocities experienced by the floats when they were trapped
196within the plume exceeded those observed within the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse. This disparity in flow
197velocities implies that water particles within the warm water plume may overshoot the region of cyclonic
198circulation associated with the Natal Pulse eddy to propagate upstream, thus favoring mixing and exchange
199across the shelf.

200After a period of anticyclonic motion (from 6 to 11 July), deep Float 507 became trapped in the Natal Pulse
201cyclonic eddy on 12 July (black dot/line Figure 3). The period during which Float 507 became entrapped
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202was associated with abrupt and sudden changes in trajectory, pressure, temperature, and velocity. The
203Lagrangian velocity on Figure 3b (black line) decreased from 0.6 to 0.2 m s21 between 10 and 14 July, then
204the water became strongly entrained in the Natal Pulse eddy. Pressure changes from 1050 to 600 dbars
205were recorded during those 2 days with a maximum vertical velocity reaching 6.3 mm s21.

206The warm water plume observed in June/July 1998 acted as an agent for mixing and exchange between
207the region of cyclonic motions associated within the Natal Pulse eddy and the shallower shelf regions.
208While the warm water pulse can be considered as a separate entity to the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic eddy,
209data collected from Float 507 showed that water exchange between the warm water plume and the Natal
210Pulse cyclonic eddy does occur. Data from Floats 526, 501, and 507 suggest that the June/July 1998 Natal
211Pulse should be viewed as a system made of several dynamically interacting subfeatures, such as a warm
212water plume and small anticyclonic secondary poles, all moving around a strong cyclonic eddy core.
213Observed velocities in the recirculating plume counter flow exceeded the Natal Pulse onshore velocity by
214a factor of 2.

2153.3. Temperature and Associated Vertical Motions in the Natal Pulse Area
216Water temperature in the shallow layer ranged from 9.3 to 11.28C (Figure F44a). Temperatures higher than
217118C in the shallow layer were associated with the presence of a warm recirculating plume as discussed in
218section 3.2. Higher temperatures in the shallow layer (within a 10.3–10.98C range) were always observed
219within a pressure range from 100 to 300 dbars irrespective of the flow direction. The 1026.8 kg m23 neutral
220layer was always on its shallowest depths during periods of eastward and north-eastward flow, when floats
221were in the onshore arm of the cyclonic Natal Pulse eddy. During these periods, the pressure ranged from
222100 to 120 dbars and water temperatures were about 10.68C. The coldest waters on the shallow layer varied
223around 9.58C and were encountered when floats were within a 250–360 dbars pressure range and are found

Figure 4. (a) Temperature of shallow floats (color) related to their propagating direction (degrees) and pressure (dbars). (b) Same as in
Figure 4a for the deep floats. The 0, 90, 180, and 2708 direction represent, respectively, east, north, west, and south.
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224during the cyclonic counter flow with direction from 40 to 2508. Warm water of about 118C, observed at a
225pressure of 400 dbars, denoted the presence of Agulhas Current water and was located in the Natal Pulse.

226Within the deep layer, temperature and pressure ranged from 4.3 to 6.28C and from 400 to 1100 dbars,
227respectively (Figure 4b). Pressure greater than 1000 dbars were recorded when floats were within the Agul-
228has Current. Our results show that the Natal Pulse eddy extended down to a depth of 1000 m, deeper than
229the 800 m estimated by Lutjeharms et al. [2003]. The vertical extend of the Natal Pulse could be observed
230directly from the data collected by Float 506 (not shown) while it described its second cyclonic loop within
231the Natal Pulse around 7 July. Similar to the shallow layer, the larger pressures were recorded when currents
232were flowing in a westerly/southwesterly direction (between 180 and 2508 from north) while the coldest
233temperature which ranged from 4.3 to 58C occurred at deeper levels of cyclonic counter flow (between 40
234and 1708 from north). The coldest water was recorded by Float 507 and might have been part of a recircu-
235lating Agulhas Current plume rather than trapped in the Natal Pulse eddy as discussed in section 3.2. Warm-
236est temperature of about 6.28C was predominantly associated with currents flowing toward the south-west,
237in the same direction as the mean Agulhas Current flow.

238In Figure F55, the first two Eulerian maps for the shallow layer show a horizontal asymmetry in the water tem-
239perature distribution. The coldest area, with temperature of about 9.58C, was noticed closer to the shore
240centered at 278E and 348E. To the northeast of that region near 288E and 33.58S, warmer waters of about
241118C were encountered and represent the warm recirculating plume mentioned in the previous section.
242Pressure maps (Figure F66) related to these 9.5/118C temperature patches exhibit similar onshore/offshore var-
243iations with values of about 400/200 dbars. It does show that the two extreme temperatures observed on
244the shallow layer during this 20 day period occurred in a similar time and in close vicinity; thus, strong tem-
245perature and salinity gradient are found in a relatively small spatial scale on the same neutral density layer.
246This implies that the Agulhas recirculating plume is saltier than the cold water trapped within the cyclonic
247eddy. After 30 June, these cold and warm water masses are no longer represented in the shallow layer
248maps (Figure 5) because the float that was sampling the colder region stopped providing data and Float

Figure 5. Objective maps of water temperature in the surface (first row), shallow (isopycnal 1026.8 kg m23, second row) and deep layer (isopycnal 1027.2 kg m23, third row) with a spa-
tial resolution of 1/48 3 1/48 in surface and 1/158 3 1/158 in the shallow and deep layer. Ocean current vectors are superimposed on the temperature field. In the shallow and deep layer
maps, the objective analysis error field is overlaid to highlight regions where the data is reliable. All maps are centered on the Natal Pulse cyclonic eddy. The 200, 1000, and 3000 m iso-
baths are represented (thin black lines).
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249526 travelled to the Agulhas Current and is away from the Natal Pulse area. Then, the temperature observed
250along the shallow layer is more homogeneous (10–10.78C) and the pressure varies from 130 to 220 dbars in
251the onshore and offshore regions of the cyclone.

252Along the shallow layer, the two first shallow maps in Figures 5 and F77 show a strong coherence between
253the horizontal temperature distribution and the vertical velocity fields. Upwelling is observed over the cold
254region centered at about 278E, 348S with upward vertical velocity ranging between 1 and 1.5 mm s21. In
255the warmer area north-east of the cold region, downwelling occurs. Vertical velocities in the downwelling
256region have smaller values of about 0.5 mm s21. In section 3.2, we noted that the warm water plume origi-
257nating from the Agulhas Current does not form part of the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic eddy due to its different
258dynamical properties. If we disregard the vertical velocities associated with the warm water plume, we see
259that the strongest vertical velocities within the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse are associated with the
260colder water masses and upwelling at the leading edge of the Natal Pulse. The large vertical velocities
261observed between the 26 and 30 June were associated with large pressure gradients along the shallow iso-
262pycnal layer, with pressure variations up to 160 dbars.

263Shallow layer maps of vertical velocity in Figure 7 exhibit values such as 0.5–1 mm s21 from 4 July onward.
264Large pressure variations along the shallow isopycnal therefore appear to drive horizontal temperature
265divergence within the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic core. Vertical velocities along the deeper layer exhibit larger
266value from 1 mm s21 on 30 June to 3 mm s21 on 8 July. It is coherent with the larger range of pressure fluc-
267tuations observed along that isopycnal (from 400 to 1100 dbars, Figure 6). Note that the vertical velocity val-
268ues we calculated are consistent with those reported by Lutjeharms et al. [2003]. Strong temperature
269gradients are observed along the deep layer and throughout the period of study. The horizontal pattern of
270the temperature field remains similar to that observed along the shallow layer with generally colder water
271encountered on the inshore and leading edge of the cyclonic eddy and warmer water found offshore and
272in the upstream regions (Figure 5). Again, the observed vertical velocity is in general agreement with the
273temperature distribution with the occurrence of upwelling at the downstream edge of the Natal Pulse’s
274cyclonic eddy and downwelling in the upstream regions. The more random nature of the float trajectories
275along the deep isopycnal, as shown by Float 507 and temperature map, should favor mixing. The vertical
276velocity on this layer appears to be less dependent of the temperature than on the shallow isopycnal.

Figure 6. Objective maps of pressure fields in the shallow (isopycnal 1026.8 kg m23, first row) and deep layer (isopycnal 1027.2 kg m23, second row) with a spatial resolution of 1/158 3

1/158. Ocean current vectors are superimposed on the pressure field. In the shallow and deep layer maps, the objective analysis error field is overlaid to highlight regions where the data
are reliable. All maps are centered on the Natal Pulse cyclonic eddy. The 200, 1000, and 3000 m isobaths are represented (thin black lines).
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2774. Mixing and Water Masses Budget

2784.1. Water Masses Within the Natal Pulse
279In Figure F88, we reported on a T-S diagram the temperature data collected by isopycnal floats and calculat-
280ed the salinity as suggested in Boebel et al. [1995]. Corresponding salinities values were in a range of
28134.6–34.95 and 34.25–34.5 for the shallow and deep floats, respectively. From the classification table of
282the water masses in the region given by Emery and Meincke [1986], we identified Indian Equatorial Water
283(IEW) [8.0–238C, 34.6–35.0] and South Indian Central Water (SICW) [8.0–25.08C, 34.6–35.8] for the shallow
284layer and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) [2–108C, 33.8–34.8 PSU] for the deep layer. This results
285differs from in situ observations collected during a transect through the Agulhas Current in February/
286March 2003 [Beal et al., 2006]. This
287transect showed that (i) South Indian
288Central Water (SICW) and Red Sea Water
289(RSW) masses were found at the inshore
290edge of the Agulhas Current in a range
291of neutral density from 1026.4 to
2921027.0 kg m23 for the SICW and from
2931027.0 to 1027.92 kg m23 for RSW and
294(ii) AAIW was predominantly found on
295the offshore edge of the Agulhas Core
296in the same neutral density range as the
297RSW. Nevertheless, not enough hydro-
298graphic observations of the Agulhas
299Current are currently available to cate-
300gorically explain the presence of AAIW
301at the inshore edge of the Agulhas Cur-
302rent in the KAPEX data set. One hypoth-
303esis could be that the inshore/offshore
304extent of the AAIW within the Agulhas
305Current changes seasonally.

Figure 8. Temperature salinity diagram. Red and blue points represent data
recorded by the shallow and deep floats, respectively. Black lines are isopycnals.

Figure 7. Objective maps of vertical velocity in the shallow (isopycnal 1026.8 kg m23, first row) and deep layer (isopycnal 1027.2 kg m23, second row) with a spatial resolution of 1/158

3 1/158. Ocean current vectors are superimposed on the vertical velocity field. The objective analysis error field is overlaid to highlight regions where the data are reliable. All maps are
centered on the Natal Pulse cyclonic eddy. The 200, 1000, and 3000 m isobaths are represented (thin black lines).
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3064.2. Water Mass Modifications Near Algoa Bay (348S) Associated With the Passage of the Natal Pulse
307Surface temperatures of about 198C were observed in Algoa Bay (see 14–16 June map, Figure 1). Neverthe-
308less, some short-term variability could also be observed during our period of interest. At the southwest cor-
309ner of the bay, in between 14 and 16 June, surface temperature was as low as 178C. It increased to 19–208C
310in between 22 June and 2 July, and finally decreased again to 16–178C. The warming of coastal waters
311occurred just when the warm recirculating plume entrained by the cyclonic circulation of the Natal Pulse
312got onto the Eastern Agulhas bank. Such warming of coastal water has already been observed by Goschen
313et al. [2015] when a warm plume originating from the crest of an Agulhas Current meander penetrated over
314the shelf and moves toward the shore. The cooling episodes were most likely induced by coastal upwelling.
315The second cold episode coincided with the passage of the Natal Pulse and surface temperature remained
316cold for 8 days. Goschen et al. [2015] also observed that the propagation of the Natal Pulse downstream of
317the Eastern Agulhas Bank could induce upwelling of cold water.

318Surface temperature in the core of the Pulse itself also experienced some short-term variability. Between 24
319and 26 June, the cyclone moved away from the coast as it progressed downstream along the Agulhas Bank
320(Figures 1 and 5). This offshore migration of the Natal Pulse was associated with a cooling of its surface
321inner core waters. The SST progressively decreased from 20 to 178C. However, this decrease was not
322observed in the shallow and deep layers where temperature variability remained very low. Because floats
323within the shallow layer evolve in a pressure range of 130–220 dbars (Figure 6), this implies that the cooling
324only takes place at very shallow depths. This cooling could be attributed to (i) the entrainment of cold coast-
325al water from Algoa Bay into the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse, in a manner similar to that described by
326Tsugawa and Hasumi [2010] during the initial formation of Natal Pulses, and (ii) the upwelling of very shal-
327low water within the Pulse. Previous observations [Porri et al., 2014; Goschen et al., 2015] have shown that
328coastal water from Algoa Bay is advected offshore during the passage of Natal Pulses. Our observations
329seem to strengthen the first assumption. Algoa Bay and Natal Pulse waters have most likely been mixed
330together following the stirring of the two water masses by advective processes. Our analysis shows that this
331steering and mixing occurred at the region where the continental shelf widens, just south of 348S, in
332between 12 and 26 July (Figures 1 and 5). There, the direction of the 3000 m isobath changes. Because the
333rotation axis of the cyclonic core of the Pulse tends to flow over the 3000 m isobath, this sudden change
334caused the Pulse to lose some vertical coherence (Figure 5). Subsequently, the Pulse went through a phase
335of readjustment characterized by the formation of filaments in order to regain strong vertical coherence.
336This phase of readjustment coincided with the observed decrease in SST within the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic
337core. Topographic steering of the Natal Pulse may therefore be a mechanism through which coastal waters
338become entrained offshore and into the Natal Pulse.

3395. Vorticity Modulations in the Natal Pulse’s Cyclonic Core

340Figure F99 shows the relative vorticity derived for the surface, shallow, and deep layers. The magnitudes of
341the relative vorticity (RV) were similar along the surface and the shallow layers with absolute values of about
3426.5–8.5 3 1025 s21 but the region of cyclonic motion was larger on the surface than on the shallow layer.
343Brooks and Bane [1981] reported comparable cyclonic RV values of 18 3 1025 s21 at a depth of 100 m and
344over the 200 m isobaths in a Gulf Stream cyclonic meander. Cyclonic motion in the deep layer was less
345intense with maximum absolute RV of about 3–4.5 3 1025 s21. Rossby numbers (Ro 5 Eps/f) related to the
346cyclonic circulation were therefore of order one, an indication that nonlinear terms associated with the cen-
347trifugal force cannot be neglected. These maximum values oscillate in phase with the elliptic (26 June, 6
348July, and 10 July) or circular (30 June and 2 July) shape of the cyclonic vorticity region in the surface and
349shallow layer. Of course, one must be aware the typical length scale of the cyclonic vorticity area is depen-
350dent upon the spatial autocorrelation length scale used in the objective analysis. Nevertheless, the latter
351was derived directly from the Lagrangian data sets.

352Figure 9 shows plumes of negative RV spreading from the trailing edge of the Natal Pulse eddy. This leak-
353age of negative cyclonic vorticity was observed both in the surface, shallow, and deep layer, throughout the
35420 day period of analysis. A plume with maximum cyclonic vorticity (RV� 24 3 1025 s21) was observed on
3552 July when the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic eddy had a circular shape. Within the surface and shallow layer, lea-
356kages of negative vorticity from the Natal Pulse cyclonic core may take two different forms whether the
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357cyclonic eddy is in an ‘‘open’’ or a ‘‘closed’’ phase. We define here the cyclonic eddy as ‘‘open’’ when there’s
358negative vorticity spreading out of the eddy and on the contrary ‘‘closed’’ when negative vorticity is sur-
359rounded by positive anticyclonic vorticity. In between 24 June and 2 July, the cyclonic eddy appears to be
360in an ‘‘open’’ phase in the surface and shallow layers (Figure 9). During this phase, floats initially embedded
361in the Agulhas Current get trapped in the core of the Natal Pulse (Figures 1 and 9). While in an ‘‘open’’
362phase, the core of the Pulse expelled cyclonic filaments both on its trailing (24 June) and leading edge (2
363July). Between 6 and 10 July, the Natal Pulse is in a ‘‘closed’’ phase at least within the shallow layer. During
364this ‘‘closed’’ phase, the cyclonic core is surrounded by an annulus of anticyclonic vorticity and evolves as an
365isolated structure. All floats remain trapped within the cyclonic region, and leakage of cyclonic vorticity is
366only observed on the trailing edge of the eddy. In the deep layer, the Pulse never behaves as an isolated
367structure: leakage of cyclonic vorticity may occur either upstream or downstream of the region of cyclonic
368motion (Figure 9).

369Anticyclonic vorticity patches, characterized by positive (red) RV areas in Figure 9, can be seen to surround
370the Pulse cyclonic core on the three layers at any time. On 24 June, a strong anticyclone was observed in
371the surface (28.58E, 358S) and shallow layers (28.58E, 348S), just east of the Pulse cyclonic core. This anticy-
372clone could be the remains of the large Mozambique Channel anticyclonic eddy that gives birth to the
373June/July 1998 Natal Pulse, as it interacted with the Agulhas Current in the Natal Bight region (288S). Never-
374theless, small-scale anticyclonic regions can also be observed inshore of the Natal Pulses’ cyclonic eddy, in
375all three layers. These secondary anticyclonic vorticity poles move around the main cyclonic core as satel-
376lites, suggesting a multipole structure for the Natal Pulse. As shown by theoretical work, their dynamical
377interaction with the main cyclonic core may induce some modulations in the geometry of the Natal Pulse,
378and be responsible for its oscillation from an elliptic to a circular shape. In Figure F1010, we plotted a time
379series of the horizontal distance that separates the observed peaks of cyclonic vorticity in the shallow and
380deep layers, as well as the maximum value derived for cyclonic core. The cyclonic circulation is more intense
381when the maxima of cyclonic vorticity are vertically aligned, i.e., when the Natal Pulse is vertically coherent.
382Unfortunately, this analysis could not be extended to the surface layer due to the limitation in the spatial

Figure 9. Objective maps of water temperature in the surface (first row), shallow (isopycnal 1026.8 kg m23, second row) and deep layer (isopycnal 1027.2 kg m23, third row) with a spa-
tial resolution of 1/48 3 1/48 in surface and 1/158 3 1/158 in the shallow and deep layer. Ocean current vectors are superimposed on the temperature field. In the shallow and deep layer
maps, the objective analysis error field is overlaid to highlight regions where the data is reliable. All maps are centered on the Natal Pulse cyclonic eddy. The 200, 1000, and 3000 m iso-
baths are represented (thin black lines).
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383and temporal resolutions in the AVISO
384merged altimetry product. Because
385floats in the deep layer were not always
386confined within the core of the cyclonic
387eddy, it was not possible to establish
388whether the cyclonic circulation in the
389deep layer also intensified when the
390Natal Pulse was vertically coherent.

3916. Discussion and Conclusion

392Using maps of SST and water tempera-
393ture derived along two isopycnal surfa-
394ces (1026.8 and 1027.2 kg m23), we
395were able to show that Natal Pulses
396actively contribute to the mixing of
397water masses between the Agulhas Cur-
398rent, the Natal Pulse, and the nearshore
399regions of the Eastern Agulhas Bank.
400The intrusion of warm Agulhas Current waters into the Eastern Agulhas Bank is one of the mechanisms
401through which this mixing may occur. Swart and Largier [1987] noted that these intrusions enhance the
402stratification above the thermocline and lead to shelf-edge upwelling of cold water below the thermocline.
403Our study shows that warm Agulhas Current water also penetrated onto the shelf during the KAPEX experi-
404ment in the form of a warm water plume that was spawned at the leading edge of the June/July 1998 Natal
405Pulse. This intrusion was accompanied with a significant increase of the Eastern Agulhas Bank SST that can-
406celled the cold SST signature of the Algoa Bay coastal upwelling. The intrusion of warm Agulhas Current
407water into the continental shelf through the formation of warm water plumes could therefore be one of the
408mechanisms to cause the dampening of the cold SST signature reported by Schumann et al. [1982] during
409coastal upwelling favorable easterly wind events. RAFOS floats captured inside this warm water plume
410flowed close to the seafloor at high speed, with velocities reaching 0.8 and 0.6 m s21 in the shallow and
411deep layer, respectively. These values were twice as high as the velocities observed on the inshore side of
412the Natal Pulse. The presence of strong currents nearby the seabed could enhance mixing on the edge of
413the Agulhas Bank.

414Eulerian maps of temperature and vorticity, derived after performing an objective analysis on the data col-
415lected by the floats, showed the Natal Pulse remained aligned with the 3000 m isobath throughout its
416southward along-shelf progression. When the continental shelf break widened, south of 348S, the Natal
417Pulse was topographically steered away from the coastline. This lateral offshore displacement in the Natal
418Pulse was associated with the offshore advection of coastal water into the cyclonic core of the Natal Pulse.
419This could be observed in early July 1998 when the SST inside the Natal Pulse suddenly decreased by about
42038C. Because this cooling was only observed in the SST imagery and could not be seen in the shallow and
421deep layers, we assumed it had to be confined to the first 100 m of the water column. The offshore advec-
422tion of coastal water during the passage of a Natal Pulse could enhance a dynamically driven upwelling in
423the region of Port Elizabeth. This would explain the presence of cold water in that region despite the
424absence of upwelling favorable winds. Several studies have suggested that cold water upwelled within the
425Agulhas Current shear-edge eddies was then advected onshore [Lutjeharms et al., 1989; Goschen and
426Schumann, 1990; Chapman and Largier, 1989; Lutjeharms et al., 2000].

427Data collected from the KAPEX RAFOS isopycnal floats confirm that water masses advected from the Agul-
428has Current into the Natal Pulse eddy are composed of South Indian Central Water (SICW) and/or Indian
429Equatorial Water (IEW) in the shallow layer and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) in the deep layer
430[Emery and Meinck, 1986]. As they propagate southward, along the eastern coast of Africa, Natal Pulses
431remain trapped between the inshore edge of the Agulhas Current and the east coast of South Africa. There-
432fore, it is likely that the predominant water masses found within Natal Pulses, when they pass the southern
433tip of Africa, consist of onshore Agulhas Current water and Eastern Agulhas Bank water. Our Eulerian maps

Figure 10. Distance between the minimum of relative vorticity in the shallow
and deep layers (red) and peak relative vorticity [s21] in the shallow layer
(green).
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434of temperature show that distinct water masses, with temperature difference as high as 28C, are steered
435around by the flow in the shallow and deep layer, when the June/July 1998 Natal Pulse interacts with the
436shelf. According to Beal et al. [2006], this steering, at intermediate depth, should favor cross-frontal
437exchanges at the inshore edge of the Agulhas Current and mixing.

438Maps of relative vorticity also show evidence of some mixing between the water masses trapped within the
439Natal Pulse and its surroundings. The Pulse had a strong cyclonic core characterized by negative vorticity
440values of 28 3 1025 s21 in the surface and shallow layer, and 24 3 1025 s21 in the deep layer. Neverthe-
441less, we observed leakage of this cyclonic vorticity on the trailing edge of the Pulse at all depths. Such leak-
442age induced the formation of small cyclones at the periphery of the Pulse, as observed by Rouault and
443Penven [2011]. The existence of an opposite-sign annulus around a circular vortex may give birth to baro-
444tropic instability of azimuthal mode 2, leading to the breaking of the vortex into two dipoles [Flierl, 1988;
445Gent and McWilliams, 1986]. The interactions between the anticyclonic satellites and the region of cyclonic
446motion described in section 5 might be a mechanism through which energy from the Natal Pulse’s cyclonic
447core is leaked to the surrounding flow [Rouault and Penven, 2011]. Elipot and Beal [2015] documented the
448case of an Agulhas meander evolving as a dipole, with a cyclonic pole onshore and an anticyclonic pole off-
449shore of the Agulhas Current. Our study suggests that Agulhas meander could evolve as a multipole struc-
450ture (Figure 9). Longer records would be necessary to properly identify the generation mechanism for the
451observed anticyclonic satellites. At this stage it is uncertain if these anticyclonic anomalies are generated by
452the Natal Pulse itself or if they are caught up on the Natal Pulse’s path.
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